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In 1957 sociologist Robert K. Merton,
COhunbmUniversity, New York, identified
the reward system of science as providing
“recognition and esteem to those [scientists]
who have best fulffled their roles, to those
who have made genuinely original contri-
butions to the common stock of krsowl-
edge. ”1 Countless studies, too numerous to
list here, have attempted to evaluate the role
publications have played in gaining scien-
tists recognition-in the forms of awards,
academic appointments, notoriety within a
field, and, of course, salary.

The quantity of publications has often
been used as an evaluative tool to judge a
scientist’s professional output. For example,
economists Howard P. Tuckman, now at
Memphis State University, Tennessc&, and
Jack Leahey, Florida State University, Trd-
lahassee, in their article entitled “What is
an article worth?” described a method for
estimating the monetary returns from arti-
cle publication. They pointed out that, in the
academic community, many departments
provide direct salary increases to faculty
members who publish, some departments
require the publication of articles for pro-
motion to higher rank, fiKure career possi-
bilities are often affected by publication,
and faculty mobility is increased by
publication.z

Stephen Cole and Jonathan R. Cole, De-
partment of Sociology, Columbia Univer-
sity, investigated the relationship between
quality and quantity of scientific output
among physicists. They found that quality,
as gauged by frequency of citations, was ac-
tually more important than quantity in at-
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taining various other forms of recognition. J
While determining the quantity of an indi-
vidual’s publications is relatively easy and
straightforward, assessing the quality of
publications is another story. For, as econ-
omist C. Alan Garner, University of Notre
Dame, Indiana, among others, points out,
the main problem is that there are no objec-
tive measures of quality of scientific work.A

One indicator of quality, however, which
admittedly has its limitations, is the fre-
quency of citations. When a work is cited,
it generally indicates that it is taken as being
relevant to the citing author’s research. Ci-
tations allow scientists to gauge how much
their research is used by other authors. Ci-
tations are thus, in a sense, also actually an
indicator of productivity as well as impact.

Economist Arthur M. Dkanond, Jr., now
at the University of Nebraska, Omaha,
claims that a citation is a proxy (substitute)
for human capital that increases the scien-
tist’s productivity in “administration, lectur-
ing, dissertation supervising, and ‘gate-
keeping’ activities such as refereeing.”s

In another article, reprinted here, Dia-
mond reports on the role citations play in
determining salaries. He studied the relation-
ship between salaries and number of cita-
tions among scientists and compared the re-
sults to two earlier studies. 6 One, written
by Daniel S. Hamermesh, Department of
Economics, Michigan State University, East
Lansing, and colleagues, founa that the
number of citations is more strongly corre-
lated with increases in salary than is either
professional experience or number of pub-
lications.7 The other study, by economists
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A.G. I-Ioltmatm, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, and Alan E. Bayer, then at the
American Council on Education, Washing-
ton, DC, determined the influence of dif-
ferent factors (including citation counts) on
the incomes of’ ‘high-level” professionrds
in business, government, and academic em-
ployment. The authors found that citation
counts are positive correlates with income.
This is espcially true in academic institu-
tions.s Bayer is now at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University, Blacksburg.

Diamond’s results in the article reprinted
here are consistent with these earlier studies.
He wnchtdes that citations area positive de-
terminant of earnings over nearly all the ob-
served citation levels. However, as the level
of citations increases, the marginal value of
an additional citation actually decreases.
(There are quite a few statistical and eco-
nomic terms in this article that may be tm-
familiar to some readers. To briefly explain
a few of these terms: The marginal value
of a citation is the change in salary due to
an increase of one citation. Longitudinal
akta in this study are data that include more
than one year of observations for persons
on variables such as salary and number of
citations. Finally, regression is a statistical
technique that picks the line for a graphical
display that gives the best fit to the totality
of the data.)

Some suggest that a negative marginal
value at a high citation level maybe a proxy
for avoidance of administrative, extracur-
ricular, and political distractions to research,
howbeit they have pecuniary reward. Mo-
bility, which may lead to salary augmenta-
tion, may also reduce publication numbers.

A study investigating the connection be-
tween salary and citations among academic
economists was done by Raymond D. Sauer,
now at the Department of Economics, Uni-
versity of New Mexico, Albuquerque. Sauer
found that the numbers of citations and pub-
lished journal articles rather than books are
the most important productivity indicators
used in determining salaries. publishing ar-
ticles in topanked journals (judged as such

by their impact factors) provides significant
monetary returns.9

Philip Howard Gray, Department of
Psychology, Montana State University,
Bozemrm, has used citation analysis to in-
vestigate salaries from a somewhat differ-
ent angle. He used citation data from the
Science Citation Inderm (SCP ) to evahtate
how university administrators were distrib-
uting salary funds among the scientific facul-
ty members. (The university departments in-
cluded biology, botany, chemistry, earth sci-
ences, geology, mathematics, microbiolo-
gy, physics, psychology, and zoology.) He
collected data for three possible predictors
of salary: years of experience in teaching,
professional awards, and citations. Accord-
ing to Gray, university administrators were
not allocating salary money in what he called
a “reasonable” manner. That is, the vari-
ance in salaries could not be accounted for
by a wmbhation of the three variables. 10

Before we get to the Diamond article,
several points need to be discussed. Dia-
mond, and others who have performed sim-
ilar studies, point out that the SCI and the
Social Sciences Citation Indexa (SSCl@ )
provide “fret-author-only” citations. That
is, citations are directly retrievable only
under the first author. (Coauthor entries
must be searched separately.) Some re-
searchers suggest that this limitation to first
authors will not give a true picture of an au-
thor’s citation status, since it ignores second-
ary authorship. However, afier analyzing
data comparing first-author versus nonfirst-
author citation wunta, Diamond maintains
that fust-author citations are adequate indi-
cators when salary levels alone are investi-
gated. Incidentally, researchers now have
available the online versions of these
index es —SCISEARCH@ and Social
SCISEARCP. The SCI Compact Disc li3i-
tion is also currently available. We plan to
have the SSCI in this format sometime early
next year.

Readers should be cautious in drawing
certain conclusions from Diamond’s article.
Diamond is not saying that every additional
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citation is worth “X” amount of dollars.
Economists are interested in the structure of
wages and in its components, and they pre-
sent their data to show that structure. Dia-
mond does not claim that there is any sim-
ple, automatic comection between citations
and salaries. ‘i%ere is no real evidence of
such a causal connection. Rather, as Har-

Diamond’s findings we can conclude that ci-
tations cart be regarded “as a kind of ‘proxy’
for certain services for which scientists and
scholars get paid. ” 11

*****

IUY thah to Elizabeth Fuseler-iUcDowell
riet A. Zuckerman, Department of Sociol- and ‘Marianne R Z2ijdelfor their help in the
ogy, Columbia University, points out, from preparation of this essay. e,MlIn
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What is a Citation Worth?

Arthur M. Diamond, Jr.

ABSTRACT
A robust finding in all studies is that citadons are a positive and significant &terndnant of eam”ngs over
almost all of theobserved range of citation levefs. lhe marginal value of a citation (when ths level of a“[a-
tiom is zero) varies between $S0 and $1 ,3fX3. Same differences in marginal values may be due to differences
in citation practices among disciplines while others may be due to differences among the studies in ths con-
trol variables included in the safary regressions. Finally, no gain in explanatory power results from the inch-
sion in the salary regression of the costly nonfirst-author citadon measure.

I. Introduction No consensus yet exists on the economic sig-
nificance of citations. Some (e.g., Cole and Cole

Atthough exceptions are common, the main func- 1%7) have argued that citations can be viewed
tion of most citations is to refer tfre reader to im- as a form of recognition and hence are a nonpe-
portant work relevant to the paper and to credit cuniary reward for scientific activity. Others (e.g.,
important predecessors for their contribution to DiarnorKI1984) ctaim that a citation is best viewed

the current work (Cole and Cole 1973 and Stigler as a proxy for a certain sort of human capital of
1982a). Such citations represent evidence that the a research scientist, namely the ability to do qwd-
person cited has done work that is viewed as rel- ity research at the frontiers of a discipline. To the
evant to the current research frontier ~d useful extent that the research university’s output is pn-
to those attempting to extend the frontier. marily the advance of knowledge, such abflity ist
31u amhor u an a$si.wmtprofessor of ec.nmic$ aJthe Ohio State University. Theresearchwws in pm c.miuaed wfdfedu
mdtar w a pmtdoctmd felfow supponed by dw Wan Fomdmion. J7u WafgreenFound@ionpm+?.d ,~%d.?fir ths confection
aad processing of the &a. Abfs researchassistance w providsd by GregoryAnnotmding, Lkze-hpmJ&k. Pamicia cam
pana, Bfair Gifford,BoIinx Ranws, James Rasub, Myriam Rash, John RuM, Kwwng-ShikShin, Jamss Jhmnas,and Kmhryn
L William. He i.!gratejld@ suggestion @m Alaysius Siow, flzniel Hamemesh, W. La-e Hansen, d an anonymcus referee.

.
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an important input in the university’s production
function. Since the product of nonresearch-uni-
versity employers of research scientists differs,
we would exped that the marginal product of a
citation would also differ depending on the con-
tribution of research ability to the ‘‘firm’s” prod-
uct. For example, the abdity to do qualityresearch
at the frontier would be more important at a re-
search university than at a teaching university or
at a governmentor privatelab. The marginalvahre
of a citation would vary accordingly.

Rather than discuss further the theoretical in-
terpretation of citations we instead focus on what
is known from the estimation of earnings func-
tions about citations as a determinant of srdary.
Since the use of citation data for evahrating indi-
viduals, departments, and journrds is increasing
not ordy within the economics profession (Davis
and Papanek 1984, Llebowitz and Psdmer 1984,
Laband 1985)but also within the larger scientific
community, learningthe vsdueof a citation should
be of interest for practical in addition to scientif-
ic reasons.

II. What a Citation is Worth

The role of publication in determining academic
srdaries has been the objext of much research
(Hansen et al. 1978, Katz 1973, Siegfried and
White 1973, Koch and Chizrnar 1973). In “What
is an Article Worth?” Tuckman and Leahey
(1975, 957) note a limitation that their research
shares with most of the rest of the literature: “be-
cause data are notavaifable on the quality of a
faculty member’s publications, direct adjustments
for quality cannot be made. ” In recent years the
growing awarenessof the ScienceCitationIndexa
and the Social Sciences Citationhda” has stim-
ulated a few researchers to compile data sets that
include the number of citations made to a scien-
tist’s work as a measure of the quality of the sci-
entist’s publications.

Hamermesh et al. in one study (1982, labelled
A here)and Holbnannand Bayer in another (1970,
labclled B here) have estimated earnings regres-
sions that includecitations as an independentvari-
able. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of
the regressions in these two studies as weffas ad-
ditional regressions for new data (labelfed C and
f)). The new data in C and D constitute the first

longitudinal data set with information on both
salary and number of citations. Longitudinaldata
are of value for learning the changes over time
in the reward structure of science and in the rel-
ativequafityof differentcohortsof scientists.Such
data are rdsouseti,dfor isolating life-cycle effezts
on the productivity and salaries of wientists (Dia-
mond 1986). Sample D, in addition to being lon-
gitudinal, also contains information on number
of articles and authorship category (sole author,
first author, secondauthor, etc.). One main value
of the D data set, to be discussed later in this
paper, is that it includescitationsto nofdirst-author
articles in addhion to’the standard first-author
citation count. Elsewhere (Dknnond 1985)the D
sample has been used to learn whether the order
of nameson an articleaffectsthe returns to author-
ship. For more details on the C and D data sets
see Diamond (1985 and 1986).

The marginal vsdueof a citation that is implied
by the regression coefficients is reported in Table
2 for the main regressions in each of the studies.
All marginal values are in 1984dollars (calmdated
with the CPI). Since the regressions using the
Hamcrrneshand the two Diamondsamplesspecify
the log of salary as the dependentvariable, a given
level of srdary was used to calculate the marginal
values for these samples. For the Hamermesh
sample the marginal values were cafctdatedat the
pooled mean (kindly suppfied by Hamerrnesh)
which was $51,378 in 1984dollars. For the Dia-
mond wmplcs the marginalvafueswere calculated
at subsample means expressed in 1984 dollars.
Specifically, for math, physics, chemistry, and
xonomics, the sample means were $52,272;
$53,884; $55,993; and $63,269; respectively.

several aspects of the margirtsdvalues repte.d
in Table 2 may merit brief comment. Citations
are a statistically significant (at the .05 level) de-
terminant of safary in alf of the studies summar-
ized even when other measures of quafity, such
as number of articles published and IQ, are con-
trolled for. In afl regressions that were specified
to permit a nonfinear effect of citations on safary
(i.e., the Hamermesh and the two Diamond stud-
ies) the marginsd value of an additional citation
diminishes as the level of citations increases. The
negative marginal vahre nccaaionafiyencountered
at the highest level is probably more of an arti-
fact of the functionedform estimated than it is a
discovery about the red world. 1

1. The margmsl valws in the last line of Table 2 were calculated usins the coefficients from Regression (2) in Table 3. When that
regression was estimated with a cicstions cubed term, the cubed term was statistically significant snd rhe marginal vsfue of a cimtion
was positive even at a level of 100 citations. The specification with the cubed term is not reported, Imwe”er, in the interests of cOmp-
rabilky with the regressions in Hsmennesh et d. ( 19S2) snd because cubed terms we seldom si@msmt in regressions for the other
five depurrments i“ the C ssq-k.
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Table 1
Characteristics of Sndes ReportingEffectof Citationson SofaIY

Cttaractensuc Study

(A) Hamermesb ef at. (B) Holunann-liayer (CJ Dmmcntd (D) Diamond

Careef srage full professors

economics

5-7 years aher PII.D. Post-Ph.D. through MI
professor

po&Ph.D through full
professor

D]wiplires the Ml range of the
matural sciexes with
the ~hlc inclusion of
matknafics, Sfatisucs,
and psychology

}964

mathematics, physics,
chemistry , ~liOtIdCS

I-n8dtemtics

Time period 1%1-19791979- 19s0 academic
year

1%5- 1977

Number of scientists

Ntmtbcr of observations

Quahty of depanmenrs

3,506

3,506

full range

45

506

U. of Cat. at Bexkelcy
madtentaucs depanment

148

148

297

3,647

7 phlic universities 6 departments ranked
in fbe W 12 of their
tields and located eitbe
at u. of cat. at
Berkeley or U. of Ill.
at Urbana

included i“ unreported
rcgressiom a WwisticaL
[y insignificant dphm.
helical order variable

Correction for multiple
autfwr problem

ttme included in unrqmned
regressions a Slatistid-
Iy imignikmt atpfta.
beticat order variable

includd cifations to
001dl-st-audmred
atmclcs in cmafmn
counts

Vanablcs controlled for expstimce, adntinistm-
tion&7ittIy, books and
artick forsome
regreait.~:

academic field; re-
search, teacttmg, ti-
ministration; dummy
gmgmphical region;
exfwiemce; sax; tune
lapse behvee” B.A. and
Ph.D. ; high school IQ,
quafity of Ph. D, dc-
pmmtsnc rank of
te5ching position;
quatky of employing
institution

OLS on addttive and
Cobb- f?ougtas ftmcriOn-
81 forms with *
andtogsat’aryasc%
pmdent variables; rm
squwed independe~

experience, CQhon, and
period effwts

experience, mhort. ad
@Od effesls; quamtty
of publications

Regression specification OLS onadditive fum-
tional form with log
why as &pendcnt
variabIe, inclu.k
expenencc squared and
citmmns squared

OLS on @ddifive rum-
tionat fotm Wllh log
day U depedezt
vanablc, ixl”des

experience squared and
citations squad

Of-s onadditive func-
tional form with 10s
Q&WYas dc+e.tien:
variabk, indudm
experience w.uamd

variable

The marginal value of a citation when the level ginal values, while in disciplinessuchas chemistry
of citations is zero fak within the range and physics, where the quantityof publicationand
$50-$1,300. Difference in citation practices citation tends to he relatively high, they tend to
among disciplirtw are probably the most impor- have relatively low marginal vahses.z
tant deterfnimmts of differences in the marginal Less clear is the reason for the relatively low
value of a citation. In particular, in disciplines margim values obtained from the Hokrnann and
such as economics and mathematics, where the Bayer study (1970), but a couple of explanation
quantityof publicationand citationteds to be rel- are possible. One is that the Hokmann and Bayer
atively low, they fendto have relativelyhigh mar- regressions include as independent variables

2. 1 compiled dafa for dw ttttmtw of publications in 1972 from the Direc@y of Graduate Research for chemisuy, Physics A6sotms
for physics, Maff!.?marical Reviews for ma fkaatics, and the index of E&mr?mic Articles for economics. For the mendxrs of dte data
seu used in this study tlw mean number of pubticatioa$ in 1972 was 6.2 for cttemisfs, 2.4 for the physicists, 0.8 for dw m@hemafi-
ckn.s, and 1. t for & economists. Some have claimed that otie reason for the high publirafion rates in fhe hard scievc. is !!!a: scien-
tists in those dklptines are dividing Utek articles into “least publisfmh!e units” in order 10 incrrase the !$aglb of tfwis publication
list fBmad 1961, Ney 1963, Trigg 19S3).
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Table 2
War a Cita”on is Worrh

Marginal Value of a Citation in $

Number of
Main Observatiorm at at at

Sample Subsample in Subsamplc’ Citations = O Citations = IO Citations = 100

A seven poled 14s 478 426 -36
e’wnomics
departments

A Economics de- 25 365 344 I59
parrmcnt #l
(includes books
arid arricles)

A Economics de- 21 1,285 709 -4,470
parnnent M
(includes books
and articles)

B Business %5 51 51 51
employment
additive form

B Government I ,lm7 34 54 5.4
employment;
additive form

B Academic 1,463 63

cmploymen~

63 63

additive form

c Pooled math 1,352 397 392 355
(1 10)

c Pooled physics 1,616 97 94 65
(129)

c Urbana 379 54 54 52

chemistry (28)

c Berkeley 300 1s6 170 16
Elmmnic8 (30)

D Berkeley 506 392 387 -131
mathematics (45)

‘For longiNdinal data sets C and D the number of observations exceeds the number of persons because data for a prson could
be observed in mom than one year, TIK numbers in Parenth- report the number of pm-was in data sets C and D.

several measures of quafitybesides citations. The
omission of these variables from the analysis in
the Hamermesh gtudyand the two Diamond stud-
ies would b]as the coefficient on citatiom upward
if the various measures of quality were positive-
ly correlated. A second po.wibleexplanation for
the lower marginal values in Holmumnand Bayer
may be that all of the samples in the other mrdies
are limited to scientists employed by research-
oriented universities, whereas the Holtmann and
Bayer samples include many Scientist employed
either in govement and private industry or else
in lower quality educational institutions. Perhaps
thegelatter employers vtdue citations less than do
research-riented universities. Note, as reported
in Table 2, that the marginaf vafue of a citation
is bigher in academicemploymentthan in business
or govermnent employment.

III. Totaf vs. First-Aaathor-Qnfy
Citation Counts

Simply counting the citations under a scientist’s
name in a volume of the Science Citation Index
is the least time-eonsumirrg citation wunt. As a
measure of the quality of a scientist’s current re-
warch, suchcounts have been criticizedin various
ways. Some have suggested that citations would
be a better proxy for quatity if some kinds of ci-
tations were excluded from the eorrnt. The most
commonly mentioned candidates for exclusion
have been self-eitatiorts(Stigler 1982a, 186-88),
citations to older works, citations to texts, cita-
tions to edited volumes, citations from articles
publishedin minorjournals, ehations from articles
outsidettre scientist’smain field, and citationsthat
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are criticsd.In a similar vein, Sfigler (1982a, 202)
has suggested that some weighting might be ap-
propriate when one article referencesanother sev-
eral times. Without such a weighting, the problem
is that a citation from the Science Cimtkm Index
could equally represent a single irrelevant refer-
ence in an obscure footnoteor twenty crucial ref-
erences in the main line of the argument.

Althoughalfof thejust mentionedrncdifications
to the standard count are worth considering, the
most frequently suggested modification has not
yet been mentioned: the addition to the standard
count of citations made to articles of which the
scientist was not the first author. The results re-
ported in Table 2 did not include such additional
citations.The reason for the omissionis that under
a scientist’s name the Science Ciran”onIndex onfy
includes citations to those articles for which the
scientistwas the tirst author. A total citation count
is thus much more costly than a first-author cita-
tion count because the researcher must first find,
using some source other than the Science Cila-
tion hdex, an authoritative list of all the scien-
tist’s multiple-authored publications and then the
researcher must separately look up in the Science
Cira2ionIndex each nonfirst-author article under
the tirst author’s name. The adequacyof first-au-
thor citation counts has been much discussed in
the literature (Lindsey 1980, Long et af. 1980,
Long and McGinnis 1982, Lindsey 1982, Roy et
aL 1983) but so far no study has estimated the
gain in explanatory power when citations to non-
tirst-author articles are added as an independent
variable in the salary regression.

To test for any bias introduced by the omission
of nontirst-author citations and to address the re-
lated issue of the vahreof citatiortsto muftiple-au-
thor articles (see Diamond 1985), citation counts
for the University of Csdiforniaat Berkeleymathe-
matics departmentwere cmsstructcdthat included
citations to coauthoredarticles of which the rnath-
ernatician was not the first author. Multiple au-
thorship in mathematics is considerablyless com-
mon than in the physicaJ sciences, Total citation
counts for mathematics are therefore less costly
to obtain, but also perhaps less informative, than
total citation counts would be in the physicaf sci-
ences. Berkeley was chosen from among the uni-
versities with highly ranked departments because
it, as a state-supportedschool, is required by law
to make facultysalary data publiclyavaifable,The
basic sample was obtained from mathematics de-
partment faculty listings in a Berkeley catalog

from the late 1970’s. Since these listings ursder-
represented those who were nearing the end of
their careers in the early years of the Science Ci-
[@”orrhkr (i.e., the 1960’s)the sample was aug-
mented by the addition of all those full and
emeritus professors listed in a catalog from the
middle 1960’swho were not listed in the catalog
from the late 1970’s. From these samples, any
mathematician was dropped for whom biograph-
ical information was never available from any of
theeditionsof Cattcll’sAmericanMenund Women
o~Science.Gccaaiofrallya fnathcfnaticianwas also
omitted from the sample if his name was identi-
cal to that of another mathematician or scientist
BS t isted in the Science Ciration hdex since it
wouldhave beerstoo costly to distinguishcitations
to his work from those to the work of the other
$cientist with the same name.

Longitudiml data for the years 1965-77 were
usedto estimate the effect of experience, the cum-
ulativelifetimes number of mathematics articles,
md the amual number of citations on the natural
log of annualsalary, The main advantageof using
~ Iongitudirrafdata set in this context is that it
SIIOWSthe researcher to control for period and
:ohort effects in the salary regressions. Period ef-
kzts might include, for instance, changes over
ime in the demand for mathematicians while
mhort effectsmight includechanges in the quality
]f cohorts due, say, to secular improvements in
xiscation.

The first regression inchsdesnumber of articles
is a regressor but does not include a measure of
:ifations. In this respect it is representative of ass
artier generationof salary studies(e.g., Tuckrnan
utd Leahey 1975). The measure of citations used
n the second regression is the simplest to obtain
‘remthe Science Cifu?icmMex. The measure in-
:hsdes only citations to an author’s first-author
Works,but includes citations to afl such works
whetherthey arc pubfiahcdor unpublished,whcth-
x they are books or articles, and whether they
we in mathematics or science. The regressors in
he third regression include, in addition to the
irst-author measure just mentioned, a measure
jf citatiomto nonfirat-authormathematicsarticles.
n order to obtain the nonfrrt-author measure, a
ist of each mathematician’snordirst-authorrnatfl-
:maticsarticles was obtainedfrom the annual vol-
Imesof the Morhemutical Rew”ews.The listings
n the Rew”ewsprovided the name of the first au-
horof each of the mathematician’snorrfirst-author
~rticles.By looking up each coauthored article

3. tnregressions not reported we atsa iwduded the mnuat number of mathematics articles m addition to and mskad of dx lifetime
number of arriclcs The two counrs were iughty collinear and when both were included, only lifeline articles was statistiwlty sisnifi.
cant
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Table 3
Regressiorrs 10 Determine Importance of Including Norrjirst-Authored Articles in Citrrdon Counts’a

Regression

Variable (1) (2) (3)

Citations to first-author
math arrd oomnarh sources

Citations to nOnfirst-
author math sources

citations squaredb

Cumulative number of
math articles

Above squared

Years sincePh.D.

Above squared

Period 1%9-73

Period 1974-77

Constant

Number of observations

Number of mathematicians

~2

.

—

.0084
(6.431)

-.0W03
(-2.506)

.0394
(14.731)

-.0006
(-10.810)

-.0213
(-1.341)

-.1494
(-8.462)

10.317
(423, 105)

506

45

.72

.0075
(1OSM6)

—

(-7.870}

(3:2

-.ooml
(-.933)

.0387
(15.934)

-.0006
(-1 [ .535)

-.0414
(-2.849)

-,1758
(-10.867)

10.310
(463.390)

506

45

.77

.0077
(9.960)

.0060
(3.225)

- .m
(-7.817)

.0039
(3S%8)

-.ms
(-.630)

.0397
(15.945)

-.0006
(-11.699)

-.0444
(-3.043)

-.1835
(-10,918)

10.304
(461.189)

506

45

.77

a t-statistics are reported in parentheses. The depeodent variable was the natural log of salary. The omitted perkxf
is 1965-1%8.

b [n regression #Z the ‘Citations Squared’ variable is rhe square of ‘Citations to First-Author Math and Nonmatb
Smmces’ while in regression #3 the ‘Citations SquarH variable is the square of the sum of ‘Citations to First-
Author Math and Nomrrath Sources’ and ‘Citations to Nonfust-Aut3ror MatfI Sources’.

c The number of observations exceeds the number of matfremstkians because data for each matfrematician cordd
be ohservrd in up to 10 years,

under the first author’s name we obtained a count
of the citations to a mathematician’s nonftrst-
author mathematics articles.

The estimated cuefilcienta for each of the re-
gressions are reported in Table 3. Since number
of citations and number of articles are positively
Comelatd (Cole and Cole 1967), we would ex-
pect that in a regression omitting number of cita-
tions, the coefficient on number of articles would
be biased upward. A compsrismr of the coeffi-
cient on number of articles in Regression (1) with
the coefficients on number of articles in Regres-
sions (2) and (3) corrtlrna the expectation. Evaf-

uated at the sample memr salary of $52,272 (in
1984dollars) the marginal vafue of a mathemati-
cian’s tirat article implied by the .LX134inefficient
in Regression (1) is $439. In Regression (2) the
rnarginrd vsiue impfiextby the .0044 coefficient
is $230 whife the marginal value implied by the
.0039 coefficientin Regression (3) is $203. These
mgind WdUca are of the arsnreorder of mgni-
hrde as those found by earlier investigators using
single equation earnings timctions for other samp-
les (Tuckrnarrand Leahey 1975, 963; Siegfried
and White 1973, 94; and Katz 1973, 472). Esti-
mation of a mtdtiequation mcdel, however, re-
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suited in higher marginal values than those re-
ported here4 (Hansen et al. 1978, 736),

The coefficient on citations to nortfirst-author
math articles in Regression (3) is positiveand sig-
nificant, as we would expect. Perhsps afso con-
sistent with prior expectations, the coefficient on
citations to nontirst-author articles is smaller in
magnitude than that on citations to first-author
sources. At a level of zero citations the margimd
value (in 1984 dollars) of a citation to a non-
first-author article is$314 whife that of a citation
to a first-author source is $402.5

Note, however, that the explanatory power, as
measured by the coefficient of determination, is
the same for lmth Regression (2) and Regression
(3). A tentative inference from this rlnding is that
the less-costly-WotXaintirat-author citations may
suffice if the objective is mairdyto predict salaries
(sa also Roy et al. 1983). To make the inference
less tentative the robustness of the results should
be tested usingdata from disciplinesbesidesmathe-
matics as well as additional &ta on mathernati-
Cians.

IV. Conchsdon

A robust finding in affof the studies summarized
here is that citations are indeed a positive and sig-
nificant determinant of earnings over afmost all
of the observed range of citation levels. Not sur-
prisingly, the marginal vafrse of a citation de-
creases as the level of citations incrmaa. The co-
etlcient of determination for a regression in-
cludlng a mensure of citations to nonfirst-atttbor
math articles as a regressor was the same as the
co-efficientof determination for a regression that
omitted the regressor.

The results are compatible with one of a cou-
ple of irttcrpretationa.one is that departmentsare
more or less explicitlytrddrsgcitationsinto aXOorn
in salary decisions. The ofher is that departments
value the quantity and qttalhy of a faculty mem-
ber’s research and these characteristics tend to be
correlated with the number of citations. Under the
former interpretation a facuky member’s best
strategy given Nash rationrrhty might be to in-

crease self-citations and to develop citation-ex-
change relationshipswith ~r scientistswhereby
the scientists tacitly agree to cite each other more
frequently than is justified solely on the basis of
the cogency of the cited material, Clearly if such
strategies became canrrson, universities wordd
make less use of citations as a measure of faculty
productivity. If the second interpretation is cor-
rect, that citationsare not directly used by the uni-
versity as a measure of productivity, but only tend
to be correlated with such productivity, then even
under Nash rationality the factdty member wotdd
not have an incentive to adopt strategies to boost
his citation count.

For the nonastute faculty member, the results
reported here might highlight the importance of
quality of research as a determinant of safaries
at researchaiented universities. For the astute
faculty member the results wifl cotit prior be-
liefs.

One fruittisl avenue for fimtre work would be
to teat, within the frameworkof an explicitmodel,
whether citations are best interpreted as a non-
pccuniary reward for scientific output or as a
proxy for that output. If the reward interpreta-
tion is correct, then we would expect, holding aff
else constant, that salaries wotdd be negatively
related to citations whereas if the output interpre-
tation is correct we wotdd expect the opposite.
Of the studies summmimd here, that of Hokrnantt
and Bayer (1970) doea the best job of hoMing all
else constantby includingas independentvariables
several measures of a scientist’s quality such as
IQ, time taken to complete Ph.D. and quality of
the university from which the scientist received
his Ph.D. Since the coefficient on citations is
always positive and significant in Hokmarm and
Bayer’s regressions, the best present evidence is
favorable to interpreting citations as a proxy for
output. If citations are indeed a good proxy for
output, then Iongitudlnrddata sets (such as those
in the two Diamond studies) may be useful in re-
solving the ongoing controversy (Medoff and
Abraham 1980, 1981, Brown 1983) concerning
whether life-cycle differences in earnings are due
to Iifeqcle differerw.s in produdivity or to other
factors.

4. In principle idnmst every vtiable is endogenous snd, if b-actable, sboutd be emtreated by the use of siazk+nmus equation mdek.
Tbc main problem with Iracrabdity u identification. Tbc ordy attsmpt to estimate a multi-equation model in * scientific pmducrivity
litemmre is tbe wper by Hansen M d. some of the identifying assumptions usu.1 in that paper are open to reasonable doubt, es.,
tit experience onty affects -rigs tbmttgft tbe productivity equati-mt, but w directty in * earnings cqm!ion (197S, 73 l). Suffi-
cient doubt thus rsmains sbcwt tfw identification of mutti-equati+n models to ]usri& the continued estimation of sinate equation nwdels
in this literature.

5. In m eatk study (Diamond 19SS) when citations w ncmtnatbemadcs publications were excluded, it was found that Ibe marshal
remm to n citation to a mukinle atttbored article was bidter &an hat to a singly atttiored article. ‘‘MuM@G authored articles” in
rbeearlier smdy included Snicies where tbc mathematic~ was first suthor. ?lw-~tegory is rbus not equivalent to tbc <‘nonsirst-autkw
anicies” ~ory ussd in tttis paper.
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